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The Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble theory of gravity removes the constraint of general relativity that

the affine connection be symmetric by regarding its antisymmetric part, the torsion tensor, as a dynamical

variable. The minimal coupling between the torsion tensor and Dirac spinors generates a spin-spin

interaction which is significant in fermionic matter at extremely high densities. We show that such an

interaction averts the unphysical big-bang singularity, replacing it with a cusp-like bounce at a finite

minimum scale factor, before which the Universe was contracting. This scenario also explains why the

present Universe at largest scales appears spatially flat, homogeneous and isotropic.
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The Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble (ECSK) theory of
gravity, like general relativity (GR), is based on the gravi-
tational Lagrangian density that is proportional to the
curvature scalar R [1]. It removes, however, the GR con-
straint that the affine connection �ij

k be symmetric by

regarding the antisymmetric part of the connection, the
torsion tensor Skij ¼ �½ij�

k, as a dynamical variable [2].

Varying the total Lagrangian density � 1
2� R

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g
p þ Lm,

where Lm is the Lagrangian density of matter, with respect
to the contortion tensor Cijk ¼ Sijk þ Sjki þ Skji gives the

Cartan equations

Sjik � Si�
j
k þ Sk�

j
i ¼ � 1

2
�sik

j; (1)

where Si ¼ Skik and sijk ¼ 2ð�Lm=�CijkÞ= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g
p

is the

spin tensor. These equations are linear and algebraical:
torsion is proportional to spin density and vanishes outside
material bodies.

Varying the total Lagrangian density with respect to the
metric tensor gik gives the Einstein equations with terms on
the curvature side that are quadratic in the torsion tensor.
Substituting (1) into these equations leads to the Einstein-
Cartan equations Gik ¼ �ðTik þUikÞ, where Gik is the
Einstein tensor, Tik ¼ 2ð�Lm=�g

ikÞ= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g
p

is the energy-

momentum tensor, and

Uik ¼ �

�
�sij½ls

kl
j� �

1

2
sijlskjl þ

1

4
sjlisjl

k

þ 1

8
gikð�4slj½ms

jm
l� þ sjlmsjlmÞ

�
(2)

is the correction to the energy-momentum tensor generated
by torsion and quadratic in the spin tensor [3]. The spin
tensor also appears in Tik because Lm depends on torsion.
The corrections from the spin tensor to the right-hand side
of the Einstein equations are significant only at extremely
high densities, on the order of the Cartan density [4].

Below this density, the predictions of the ECSK theory
do not differ from the predictions of GR. In vacuum, where
torsion vanishes, this theory reduces to GR. The ECSK
gravity therefore passes all observational and experimental
tests of GR [3].
In the ECSK theory, the Dirac Lagrangian density for a

free spinor c with mass m, minimally coupled to the
gravitational field, is given by Lm ¼ i

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g
p ð �c�ic ;i �

�c ;i�
ic Þ �m

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g
p �c c , where g is the determinant of the

metric tensor and �i are the Dirac matrices obeying

�ði�kÞ ¼ gikI. Semicolon denotes a covariant derivative
with respect to the affine connection [2,3]:

c ;k ¼ c :k þ 1

4
Cijk�

½i�j�c ;

�c ;k ¼ �c :k � 1

4
Cijk

�c�½i�j�;
(3)

and colon denotes a Riemannian covariant derivative with
respect to the Christoffel symbols. We use the units in
which c ¼ ℏ ¼ kB ¼ 1, so � ¼ 8�G ¼ m�2

P , where mP

is the reduced Planck mass. For a Dirac field, the spin
tensor is completely antisymmetric:

sijk ¼ �eijklsl; si ¼ 1

2
�c�i�5c ; (4)

where eijkl ¼ �ijkl=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g

p
, �ijkl is the Levi-Civita permuta-

tion symbol, and si is the Dirac spin pseudovector. The
Cartan equations for such a field give therefore the com-
pletely antisymmetric contortion tensor [2]:

Cijk ¼ Sijk ¼ 1

2
�eijkls

l: (5)

Substituting (4) into (2) gives

Uik ¼ 1

4
�ð2sisk þ slslg

ikÞ: (6)

Varying Lm with respect to the spinor adjoint conjugate
�c gives the Dirac equation i�kc ;k ¼ mc , which can be

written as i�kc :k¼mc �3
8�ð �c�k�5c Þ�k�
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conjugate is �i �c :k�
k ¼ m �c � 3

8�ð �c�k�5c Þ �c�k�
5

[3,5]. Putting this equation in the energy-momentum tensor

corresponding to the Dirac Lagrangian, Tik ¼ i
2 �

ð �c�j
ði�kÞc ;j � �c ;j�

j
ði�kÞc Þ � i

2 ð �c�jc ;j � �c ;j�
jc Þgik þ

m �c c gik, gives

Tik ¼ i

2
ð �c�j

ði�kÞc ;j � �c ;j�
j
ði�kÞc Þ: (7)

Substituting (3) and (5) into (7) gives

Tik ¼ i

2
ð �c�j

ði�kÞc :j � �c :j�
j
ði�kÞc Þ

þ 1

2
�ð�sisk þ slslgikÞ: (8)

The combined energy-momentum tensor for a Dirac field
on the right-hand side of the Einstein-Cartan equations is
thus

Tik þUik ¼ i

2
ð �c�j

ði�kÞc :j � �c :j�
j
ði�kÞc Þ þ 3

4
�slslgik;

(9)

which has been found by Kerlick [6]. This expression
agrees with [7], where we derived it from the Hehl-Datta
equation, which is the Dirac equation upon substituting
(3)–(5) [5]. The first term on the right of (9) is the GR part
of the energy-momentum tensor for a Dirac field and can
be macroscopically averaged at cosmological scales as a
perfect fluid with the energy density � and pressure p.
In the comoving frame of reference, in which g0� ¼ 0 (�
denotes space indices) and the four-velocity ui of the
cosmological fluid satisfies u0 ¼ 1 and u� ¼ 0 [6], the
relation siui ¼ 0 gives s0 ¼ 0. Accordingly, the second
term on the right of (9) is equal to � 3

4�s
2gik, where s is

the spatial spin pseudovector which measures the spatial
density of spin. The average value of its square is hs2i ¼
3
4 n

2, where n is the fermion number density. The averaged

second term on the right of (9) acts thus like a perfect fluid
with a negative energy density:

~� ¼ �~p ¼ ��n2; � ¼ 9

16
�: (10)

Hehl, von der Heyde, and Kerlick have used the spin-
fluid approximation of fermionic matter, sijk ¼ sijuk and

siju
j ¼ 0, to show that the spin-density contribution to

Tik þUik behaves like a stiff matter with ~� ¼ ~p ¼
� 1

4�s
2, where s2 ¼ 1

2 siks
ik ¼ 1

8n
2 [8,9]. This behavior is

significant in spin fluids at extremely high densities, even
without spin polarization, leading to gravitational repul-
sion and avoidance of curvature singularities by violating
the energy condition of the singularity theorems [8].
Trautman, Kuchowicz, and others have shown that such a
repulsion replaces the big-bang singularity with a non-
singular big bounce, before which the Universe was con-
tracting [10,11]. In contrast to spin fluids, Dirac spinors

coupled to torsion enhance the energy condition for the
formation of singularities [6,12].
The spin-fluid model can be derived as the particle

approximation of multiple expansion of the integrated
conservation laws in the ECSK gravity [13]. The particle
approximation for Dirac fields, however, is not self-
consistent [4]. The spin-fluid description also violates the
cosmological principle [14]. In this paper, we use the Dirac
form of the spin tensor for fermionic matter, sijk ¼ s½ijk�
[2,6,12], which follows directly from the Dirac Lagrangian
and is consistent with the cosmological principle [15]. We
show that the minimal coupling between the torsion tensor
and Dirac fermions, despite enhancing the energy condi-
tion, also averts the big-bang singularity.
As in [16], we consider a closed, homogeneous and

isotropic universe, described by the Friedman-Lemaı̂tre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric. In the isotropic spheri-
cal coordinates, this metric is given by ds2 ¼ dt2 �
a2ðtÞð1þ kr2=4Þ�2ðdr2 þ r2d#2 þ r2sin2#d’2Þ, where
aðtÞ is the scale factor and k ¼ 1. The corresponding
Einstein equations for the combined energy-momentum
tensor (9) in the comoving frame become the Friedman
equations (the cosmological constant is negligible in the
early Universe):

_a 2 þ k ¼ 1

3
�ð�� �n2Þa2; (11)

_a 2 þ 2a €aþ k ¼ ��ðpþ �n2Þa2; (12)

where dot denotes differentiation with respect to the cos-
mic time t. These equations yield the conservation law d

dt �
ðð�� �n2Þa3Þ þ ðpþ �n2Þ d

dt ða3Þ ¼ 0, which gives

a3d�� 2�a3ndnþ ð�þ pÞdða3Þ ¼ 0: (13)

As in [17], we use �, p and n for ultrarelativistic matter

in kinetic equilibrium: �ðTÞ ¼ �2

30 g?ðTÞT4, pðTÞ ¼ �ðTÞ
3 and

nðTÞ ¼ �ð3Þ
�2 gnðTÞT3, where T is the temperature of the

early Universe [18]. The effective numbers of thermal
degrees of freedom are g?ðTÞ ¼ gbðTÞ þ 7

8gfðTÞ and

gnðTÞ ¼ 3
4gfðTÞ (only fermions contribute to torsion),

where gb ¼
P

igi is summed over relativistic bosons, gf ¼P
igi is summed over relativistic fermions, and gi is the

number of the spin states for each particle species i.
Substituting these values to (13) gives

dT

T
� 3�h2n

2h?
TdT þ da

a
¼ 0; (14)

where h? ¼ �2

30 g?ðTÞ and hn ¼ �ð3Þ
�2 gnðTÞ can be assumed

constant in the range of T considered.1 Integrating (14)
gives

1For constant values of g? and gn, the relations � / T4, p ¼ �
3

and n / T3 are consistent with a relation dn
n ¼ d�

�þp used in [16].
If ~� ¼ ~p / n2 as in [8,9,16], then we also have dn

n ¼ dð�þ~�Þ
�þ~�þpþ~p .
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a ¼ arTr

T
exp

�
3�h2n
4h?

T2

�
; (15)

where ar is the scale factor at a reference temperature Tr.
The function aðTÞ (15) is not monotonic. As T increases,

a decreases until T reaches a critical temperature Tcr given
by da

dT ðTcrÞ ¼ 0,

Tcr ¼
�
2h?
3�h2n

�
1=2

; (16)

and then increases. Since an increasing function aðTÞ is
unphysical, acr ¼ aðTcrÞ> 0 is the smallest allowed value
of the scale factor:

acr ¼ arTr

�
3e�h2n
2h?

�
1=2

: (17)

The Universe is therefore nonsingular: a � acr. For T �
Tcr, (15) reduces to a ¼ arTr

T , which is satisfied in the

radiation-dominated era.
To verify that acr is the minimum scale factor of the

Universe, we substitute (14) into (11) without the negli-
gible term k ¼ 1, obtaining

_T 2

�
1

T2
� 3�h2n

2h?

�
2 ¼ �

3
ðh?T2 � �h2nT

4Þ: (18)

Denoting � ¼ T�1 and �cr ¼ T�1
cr leads, with (16), to

j _�j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�h?
3

s ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 � 2

3�
2
cr

q
�2 � �2

cr

; (19)

which yields � � �cr and T � Tcr. Equation (15) gives
then a � acr. We make a substitution:

� ¼
ffiffiffi
2

3

s
�cr cosh	; (20)

where 	 is a parameter satisfying j	j � 	cr ¼ arcosh
ffiffi
3
2

q
.

Putting (20) in (19) gives t0ð23 cosh2	� 1Þj d	dt j ¼ 1, where

t0 ¼ �2
cr

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
3

�h�

q
is a characteristic time scale of the torsion-

dominated era. Integrating this equation, with t ¼ 0 taken
as the instant at which 	 jumps from �	cr to 	cr, gives

t

t0
¼ 1

6
sinhð2	Þ � 2

3
	þ

ffiffiffi
3

p
6

� 2

3
	cr; 	 � �	cr;

t

t0
¼ 1

6
sinhð2	Þ � 2

3
	�

ffiffiffi
3

p
6

þ 2

3
	cr; 	 � 	cr:

(21)

The parametric Eqs. (20) and (21) determine �ðtÞ. Putting
�ðtÞ in (15), written by means of (17) as

a ¼ ar�

�r

exp

�
�2

cr

2�2

�
¼ acr�ffiffiffi

e
p

�cr

exp

�
�2

cr

2�2

�
; (22)

gives the dynamics of the early Universe, aðtÞ.

Figs. 1 and 2 show how the temperature and the scale
factor, respectively, depend on the cosmic time. The
bouncing point, where the scale factor has its minimal
value acr, is a cusp. As 	 increases from some initial,
negative value, the Universe contracts ( _a < 0) until
	 ¼ �	cr, at which � ¼ �cr and a ¼ acr. Then it under-
goes a cusplike bounce, at which 	 jumps from �	cr to
	cr. After the bounce, 	 increases to infinity and the
Universe expands ( _a > 0). The unphysical big-bang singu-
larity appearing in general-relativistic cosmology is re-
placed in the ECSK gravity by a nonsingular (with
respect to curvature) big bounce that follows a contracting
phase of the Universe [11]. For � � �cr, (19) and (22)

give a / T�1 / t1=2, which is characteristic to the
radiation-dominated era.
The condition _a ¼ 0, defining the scale factor at a sta-

tionary state a ¼ ast, would be satisfied at a temperature
Tst given by (11) without the negligible term k ¼ 1:
h?T

4 � �h2nT
6 ¼ 0. This temperature is equal to

Tst ¼
�
h?
�h2n

�
1=2

> Tcr; (23)

FIG. 1 (color online). The normalized temperature T
Tcr

as a
function of the normalized cosmic time t

t0
.

FIG. 2 (color online). The normalized scale factor a
acr

as a
function of the normalized cosmic time t

t0
.
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so the Universe never reaches T ¼ Tst and _a ¼ 0. At the
minimum scale factor acr, the Universe undergoes a cusp-
like bounce from _a ¼ �v to _a ¼ v, where

v ¼ j _aðTcrÞj ¼
�
�

3
ðh?T4

cr � �h2nT
6
crÞa2cr

�
1=2

¼
�
32e

243

�
1=2 h?

hn
arTr: (24)

At the bounce, the velocity of the point that is antipodal to
the coordinate origin in a closed Universe is equal to
vantðTcrÞ ¼ �v [16]. The density parameter at the bounce
is given by [16]

�ðTcrÞ ¼ 1þ 1

v2
¼ 1þ 243h2n

32eh2?ðarTrÞ2
: (25)

As the Universe expands, the antipodal velocity decreases
according to

vantðTÞ ¼ � _aðTÞ ¼ �

�
�

3
ðh?T4 � �h2nT

6Þa2
�
1=2

¼ �

�
�

3
ðh?T2 � �h2nT

4Þ
�
1=2

arTr exp

�
T2

2T2
cr

�
;

(26)

and the density parameter increases according to

�ðTÞ ¼ 1þ 1

_a2ðTÞ

¼ 1þ ðarTrÞ�2

�
�

3
ðh?T2 � �h2nT

4Þ
��1

exp

�
� T2

T2
cr

�
:

(27)

When the Universe reaches the radiation-dominated era,
T � Tcr, (26) reduces to vantðTÞ 	 T and (27) reduces to
�ðTÞ � 1	 T�2.

Kerlick has shown that Dirac fields in the ECSK gravity
satisfy the strong energy condition for the Hawking-
Penrose singularity theorems [19], and that the torsion-
induced spin-spin interaction (the second term on the right
of (9)) enhances that condition [6]. Such an interaction is
thus attractive. O’Connell has obtained the same result
using the spin contributions to the Lagrangian density
[12]. Writing 
ik ¼ Tik þUik, the strong energy condition
holds if W ¼ ð
ik � 1

2 gik

l
lÞuiuk � 0. For a homogene-

ous Universe, in the comoving frame of reference of an
irrotational cosmological fluid, the tensor (9) and the Dirac
equation giveW ¼ 1

2m
�c c þ 3

2�s
2, suggesting that torsion

enhances the formation of singularities [6]. This result
agrees with the contribution toW from the torsion-induced
spin-spin interaction, ~�þ 3~p ¼ 2�n2 > 0. The singularity
theorems, however, have another important component:
the Raychaudhuri equation, which describes the time evo-
lution of the expansion scalar for timelike congruences
[20]. The expansion scalar � ¼ ui:i measures the fractional
rate at which a small volume of matter changes with time

as measured by a comoving observer. Because of the
Raychaudhuri equation, timelike geodesics for the matter
satisfying the strong energy condition converge (� de-
creases), resulting in a caustic, � ! �1 (if � decreases
continuously), and thus in a singularity within a finite
proper time [20].
For the cosmological fluid in the comoving frame, the

FLRW metric gives � ¼ ðln ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g
p Þ;0 ¼ 3 _a

a . Since the

Universe at the minimum scale factor acr undergoes a
bounce from _a ¼ �v to _a ¼ v, the expansion scalar has
a discontinuity there, increasing from � ¼ � 3v

acr
to � ¼ 3v

acr
.

As the Universe before the big bounce contracts, � de-
creases from some value given by the initial condition of
the contraction to a value� 3v

acr
. At a ¼ acr, � jumps to 3v

acr
.

As the Universe after the bounce expands, � decreases
towards zero. The discontinuity of the expansion scalar at
the cusp-like big bounce therefore prevents � from de-
creasing to �1 and reaching a curvature singularity, and
guarantees that timelike geodesics in the Universe with
Dirac fields coupled to torsion continue through the
bounce. A similar discontinuity completes timelike
geodesics in the gravitational field of an Einstein-Rosen
bridge [21].
If we assume that the early Universe contained only

known standard-model particles, then gb ¼ 28 and gf ¼
90 [18], so the temperature at the big bounce (16) was

Tcr 
 0:78mP: (28)

As the reference values, we can take the temperature and
scale factor at the matter-radiation equality, where the
radiation-dominated era ends. We therefore have Tr ¼
Teq 
 0:75 eV and ar ¼ aeq ¼ a0

1þzeq
, where a0 


2:9� 1027 m is the present scale factor [16] and zeq 

3200 is the redshift at the matter-radiation equality [18].
Accordingly, the values at the big bounce of the scale
factor (17), antipodal velocity and density parameter
were, respectively:

acr 
 5:9� 10�4 m; (29)

vantðTcrÞ 
 8:9� 1034; (30)

�ðTcrÞ 
 1þ 1:3� 10�70: (31)

The value (30) is enormous, whereas (31) differs from 1 by
a quantity that is extremely small in magnitude, like in the
spin-fluid cosmology with torsion [16]. Such extreme val-
ues result from arTr � 1.
The big-bounce value of � ¼ �� 1 is on the order of

�S�
�2

R

j0, where �S is the spinor-torsion density parameter

[16], subscript R denotes radiation, and 0 denotes the
present value. An enormous value of arTr is related to an
extremely small magnitude of �S:
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�S�

�2
R

��������0
	 ðGs2=�cÞ�

ð�=�cÞ2
��������0

	Gn2�c�

�2

��������0

	GT6�c�

T8

��������0
	 H2�

T2

��������0
	ðaTÞ�2

��������0

 ðarTrÞ�2;

(32)

where �c is the critical density and H is the Hubble
parameter. The apparent fine tuning of �ðTcrÞ is thus
caused by j�Sj � 1, originating from an extremely weak
spinor-torsion coupling in the ECKS gravity, as in [16].
Accordingly, such a coupling naturally explains why the
present Universe at largest scales appears nearly flat, solv-
ing the flatness problem without introducing exotic matter
fields necessary for cosmological inflation.

This coupling is also responsible for an extremely rapid
expansion of the Universe after the big bounce. Such an
expansion produces an enormous number of causally dis-
connected volumes, N 	 v3

ant, from a single causally con-

nected region (the closed Universe before and at the big
bounce), naturally explaining why the present Universe
at largest scales appears homogeneous and isotropic. The
spinor-torsion coupling therefore solves the horizon
problem without inflation. The transition from the
torsion-dominated era to the radiation-dominated era oc-
curs naturally as the contribution from this coupling to the
Friedman Eqs. (11) and (12) rapidly weakens (according to
T�6), which is another advantage of this scenario.
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